AMME Student Workshop rm S112 Hours and Rules

To gain access to the AMME student Workshop you need to have completed the safety induction. These are run by the workshop staff at regular intervals during the start of semesters. For WH&S requirements we limit the number of users to 15 persons (3 per bench). During classes where there is direct supervision we allow 20 students (4 per bench).

Open 9:00am
Closed for lunch 1:00pm – 2:00pm (pack up at 12:40pm)
Pack up time 4:30pm, out by 4:50pm

If booked for classes no other entry. See time table at the entry to the Student Workshop.
• INDUCTED PERSONS ONLY
• Safety gear to be worn at ALL TIMES:
  
  Safety glasses
  Steel capped shoes
  Dust coat minimum
  Hair restraint if required

• All areas swept and vacuumed before leaving.
• 3 per bench max unless for supervised classes.
• 1 person per machine only past the machining area marking.
• Always follow directions of workshop staff.